INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR

1955-59 CHEVY TRUCK

V8 SMALL BLOCK CHEVY

(75055-LCZ-A)
1955-59 CHEVY TRUCK
WITHOUT FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING

IMPORTANT NOTICE - PLEASE READ!

For Maximum Performance Vintage Air recommends the following:

1. V.A. PN: #32918-VUF  (18") Heavy-Duty Fan V8 CORE SUPPORT
2. V.A. PN: #32001-VUF  Monster Duty Fan Clutch (6 Cyl. Core Support) w/V8 Engine
3. V.A. PN: #32518-VUF  (18") Clutch Fan Blade (6 Cyl. Core Support) w/V8 Engine
4. V.A. PN: #37156-LCF  (18") Fan Shroud V8 CORE SUPPORT
5. V.A. PN: #73056-LCR  Radiator '56-'59
6. V.A. PN: #49755-LCI  Stainless Control Panel

SERVICE INFO:

EVACUATE THE SYSTEM FOR 30-45 MINUTES WITH SYSTEM COMPONENTS
(DRIER, COMPRESSOR, EVAPORATOR, CONDENSER)
AT A TEMPERATURE OF AT LEAST 85°F.
ON A COOL DAY THE COMPONENTS CAN BE HEATED WITH A HEAT GUN
OR BY RUNNING THE ENGINE WITH THE HEATER ON BEFORE EVACUATING.

REFRIGERANT CAPACITIES:

134a SYSTEM  CHARGE WITH 1.8 LBS. OF REFRIGERANT
R-12 SYSTEM  CHARGE WITH 2.0 LBS. OF REFRIGERANT

LUBRICANT CAPACITIES:

NEW COMPRESSOR - NO ADDITIONAL OIL NEEDED
USED COMPRESSOR - CONSULT VINTAGE AIR
55-59 CHEVY TRUCK

NOTE

BEFORE STARTING THE AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION, CHECK FOR PROPER OPERATION OF ALL COMPONENTS (RADIO, LIGHTS, WIPERS, ETC.). STUDY THE INSTRUCTIONS, ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS. FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION CHECK OFF (X) EACH PROCEDURE PRIOR TO MOVING ON TO THE NEXT STEP. (DISCONNECT THE BATTERY)

ENGINE COMPARTMENT

☐ 1. REMOVE BATTERY
☐ 2. REMOVE BATTERY TRAY
☐ 3. REMOVE TOP COVER ON RADIATOR CORE SUPPORT
☐ 4. REMOVE OEM FAN & FAN SHROUD
☐ 5. DRAIN WATER & REMOVE RADIATOR
☐ 6. REMOVE PASSENGER SIDE HORN
☐ 7. REMOVE ALL OEM HEATER HOSES (DISCARD)

V8 CORE SUPPORT CONFIGURATION

BATTERY

BATTERY TRAY

CORE SUPPORT COVER

HORNS
PASSenger COMPARTMENT

□ 1. REMOVE FRONT SEAT FOR EASE OF A/C INSTALLATION (OPTIONAL)
□ 2. REMOVE GLOVE BOX DOOR (RETAIN)
□ 3. REMOVE GLOVE BOX (DISCARD) (SAVE ALL OEM HARDWARE)
□ 4. REMOVE OEM CONTROL PANEL
□ 5. REMOVE OEM HEATER ASSEMBLY (DISCARD)
□ 6. REMOVE OEM VENT CONTROL CABLES FROM THE UNDERSIDE OF THE DASH.

**NOTE**

THE VINTAGE AIR SYSTEM WILL ALLOW YOU TO RETAIN THE OEM SIDE VENTS IF YOU SO DESIRE. IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO REMOVE THE CABLES FROM THE KICK PANEL DOORS. THE CABLE PULL KNOB BRACKETS CAN BE REATTACHED LATER, TO THE VINTAGE AIR SYSTEM. IF YOU CHOOSE TO DISABLE THE VENT FUNCTION, LOCK THE DOORS IN THE KICK PANEL CLOSED WITH A SHEETMETAL SCREW.

□ 7. REMOVE OEM DEFROST DUCTS (DISCARD)
RADIATOR ASSEMBLY

NOTE
DUE TO MOTOR MOUNT RUBBER THICKNESS VARIATIONS WE RECOMMEND TRIAL FITTING THE FAN & SHROUD IN THE VEHICLE TO VERIFY FAN BLADE CLEARANCE.

INSTALL THE RADIATOR FAN BLADE. (VINTAGE AIR 18.25" BLADE DIAMETER, PART #32918-VUP). INSTALL SHROUD AND RADIATOR AND CHECK FOR PROPER FAN BLADE CLEARANCE (SEE FIGURE 1).

THE VINTAGE AIR FAN SHROUD PART #37156-LCF WAS DESIGNED TO HELP MINIMIZE MISALIGNMENT CAUSED BY ENGINE MOTOR MOUNT RUBBER THICKNESS VARIATIONS AND MINOR ENGINE HEIGHLTH DIFFERENCES.
THE SHROUD CAN BE NOTCHED IN THE TOP RADIATOR TANK AREA (UP TO 1½") IN ORDER TO RAISE THE FAN BLADE HOLE UP TO CORRECT THE MISALIGNMENT.

NOTE
(ENGINE DRIVEN FANS)...IF USING THICK RUBBER MOTOR MOUNTS A SMALL AMOUNT OF FAN BLADE OFFSET (FROM THE CENTERLINE) IS DESIRABLE. THIS WILL HELP COMPENSATE FOR THE NATURAL TORQUE MOVEMENT OF THE ENGINE UNDER ACCELERATION.

FIGURE 1
NOTCH OUT HERE TO RAISE FAN BLADE HOLE IN SHROUD

UNCUT VINTAGE AIR FAN SHROUD

AFTER ALIGNING SHROUD, THE PREFERRED METHOD OF MOUNTING THE SHROUD, IS TO USE BLIND FASTENERS AND MACHINE SCREWS. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE FASTENERS OR INSTALLATION TOOL, YOU CAN USE THE SUPPLIED 8 X ½" SHEET METAL SCREWS. AFTER ALIGNING THE SHROUD TO FAN, MARK AND REMOVE SHROUD AND RADIATOR FROM VEHICLE. DRILL A 1/8" PILOT HOLE THRU THE SHROUD AND RADIATOR FLANGE. NOW ENLARGE THE SHROUD HOLES ONLY... UP TO 5/32".

8 #8 X ½" PANHEAD SHEETMETAL SCREWS

18 ⅛" DIAMETER FAN BLADE SHOWN (9-1/8" RADIUS)
ASSEMBLY... ENGINE COMPARTMENT

☐ LOWER SHROUD OVER FAN AND SLIDE SHROUD BACK AGAINST THE ENGINE. LOWER THE RADIATOR INTO POSITION. LOWER THE CONDENSOR INTO POSITION AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 3, PG5 AND INSTALL ALL THE RADIATOR BOLTS. REATTACH FAN SHROUD TO RADIATOR.

DRIER ASSEMBLY (V8 CORE SUPPORT)

☐ ATTACH DRIER TO DRIER BRACKET WITH CLAMP AND A #8 X ⅛ SHEET METAL SCREW (SEE FIGURE 3, PG5). DO NOT TIGHTEN COMPLETELY. (THIS WILL ALLOW THE DRIER TO BE ROTATED INTO PROPER ALIGNMENT WITH THE ALUMINUM HARDLINES, LATER.)
☐ MOUNT DRIER & BRACKET ASSEMBLY TO PASS. SIDE CORE SUPPORT USING THE 5/16" OEM BOLTS (BOLTS CAN BE ACCESSED THROUGH THE GRILL). UNCAP DRIER ONLY LONG ENOUGH TO MAKE THE CONNECTIONS. DO NOT LEAVE THE DRIER EXPOSED TO MOISTURE.

DRIER ASSEMBLY (6 CYL. CORE SUPPORT)

☐ ATTACH DRIER TO INNER FENDER ON PASSENGER SIDE AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 4, PG6.

COMPRESSOR & BRACKETS

☐ REFER TO SEPARATE INSTRUCTIONS TO INSTALL COMPRESSOR BRACKET USING HARDWARE INCLUDED WITH THE BRACKET.
☐ INSTALL COMPRESSOR USING TABS "C" AND "G". SEE FIGURE 2.

BELTS & PULLEYS

☐ THE A/C BELT ROUTES AROUND THE FRONT GROOVE ON THE WATER PUMP AND CENTER CRANK PULLEY. THE ALTERNATOR BELT ROUTES AROUND THE BACK GROOVE ON THE WATER PUMP AND CRANK PULLEY. (SEE FIGURE 2). ADJUST ALL BELTS AND TIGHTEN BRACKET BOLTS.

---

**FIGURE 2**

- COMpressor
- WATER PUMP PULLEY
- CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
- ALTERNATOR
- POWER STEERING PULLEY
- BELT SIZE 15580
- TAB “C”
- TAB “G”

**PULLEY REQUIREMENTS**

- DOUBLE GROOVE WATER PUMP PULLEY #22302-VUQ
- DOUBLE GROOVE CRANK PULLEY #22312-VCQ
- IF EQUIPPED WITH POWER STEERING PUMP, A THREE GROOVE CRANK PULLEY IS REQUIRED. #22313-VCQ
6 CYL. CORE SUPPORT

FIGURE 4

90° TO DRIER

GRILLE

CORE SUPPORT [FRONT VIEW]

HOLDS IN CORE SUPPORT

FRONT VIEW

TANK

RADIATOR

ADEL CLAMP SUPPORTING LIQUID LINE

90° HOSE END

LIQUID LINE FROM CONDENSER

90° FITTING

STRAIGHT HOSE ENDS

CORE SUPPORT
CORE SUPPORT

- Locate the core support template on page 20.
- Place template in the position shown. Mark the holes and remove the template.

**NOTE**

If your truck is insulated with a modern high quality sound and heat insulation you may omit the following removal steps. However, if the insulation is thicker than 1/4" in the position noted it would adversely affect the evaporator to dash clearance, in the glove box area.

FIREWALL PREPARATION

- Firewall insulation must be cut and removed in the position noted in Figure 5, pg 8 for clearance.
- Cut the original jute and cardboard insulation as shown using the supplied replacement dense foam insulation as a pattern.
- Remove the original insulation.
- Locate the firewall template on page 22.
- From the passenger floorboard, place template on firewall as shown.
- Verify the holes noted on the template and mark all the holes.
- Drill the holes to the sizes indicated. Some holes may already be in these positions but may have to be enlarged with a die grinder or large rat-tail file.
- Peel the protective film from the pattern foam and stick the foam to the area where the original insulation was removed.
- Cut out the firewall holes covered by the new insulation.

PASSENGER COMPARTMENT

- Locate the (2) two 2" O.D. duct hoses. Attach the 14" long duct hose to the driver side defrost duct. Locate the 17" long 2" O.D. hose and attach to the pass. side duct. Install ducts securing with clip and sheet metal screw as shown in Figure 5, pg 8.

**NOTE**

The OEM cable adjustment locks can be removed by drilling the rivets out and replacing with the supplied machine screws and nylon lock-nuts. (See Figure 7, pg 9)

CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLY

- Attach cables to OEM control panel using nylon bushings and 4/40" x 5/8" machine screws & 4/40" nyloc nuts. Refer to Figure 7, pg 9 for proper cable length and location. (Pay particular attention to the cable eye orientation at the bushing and make sure you install the eye on the bushing as shown.)
- Connect cables to the evaporator as shown in Figure 6, pg 8.
IF USING THE OPTIONAL STAINLESS STEEL VINTAGE AIR CONTROL PANEL, REFER TO INSTRUCTIONS SUPPLIED WITH THE PANEL

4/40” x 5/8” Bolt
(Install bolt thru the mounting plate into the OEM switch mounting hole and install the locknut from underneath.)

FIGURE 7

Nylon Spacer(s)

REPLACE OEM CONTROL PLACARD WITH THE NEW (SUPPLIED) VINTAGE AIR PLACARD

REPLACE OEM CABLE CLAMP WITH SUPPLIED 4/40” X 5/8” MACHINE SCREWS, NYLOCK NUTS & NYLON BUSHINGS ON ALL CONTROL LEVERS
CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLY

- Attach cables to OEM control panel using nylon bushings and 4/40" x 5/8" machine screws & 4/40" Nyloc nuts. See page 9 for proper orientation of the cable eyes. **(Pay particular attention to the cable eye orientation at the bushing and make sure you install the eye of the cable on the bushing as shown for each connection. Adjust cables and make sure the doors completely open and close.)**

**WARNING** Before installing the panel into the dash you must remove the temp lever cable clamp from the panel so that the cable is free to swing. Reinstall 8 x 1/2" sheet-metal screw after installing panel.

![Diagram of cable connections and dimensions](image)

**FIGURE 8**

8 X 1/2" PANHEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS
ELECTRICAL WIRING

VINTAGE AIR RECOMMENDS TESTING OF CONTROL PANEL & EVAPORATOR ON THE WORK-BENCH FOR PROPER OPERATION, PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.

☐ AFTER INSTALLING CABLES AND VERIFYING FULL OPENING AND CLOSING OF EVAPORATOR DOOR, HEAT/DEFOST DOOR AND HEATER CONTROL VALVE, YOU ARE READY TO COMPLETE THE WIRING TO VERIFY PROPER OPERATION OF THE UNIT.

NOTE

THE COMPRESSOR SAFETY SWITCH (BOTH BINARY OR TRINARY TYPE) WILL NOT OPERATE COMPRESSOR CLUTCH, (SWITCH ON) UNTIL THERE IS REFRIGERANT PRESSURE AVAILABLE. CHECK FOR PROPER A/C COMPRESSOR CLUTCH POWER (12 VOLTS) AT THE THERMOSTAT. (THE OPTIONAL TRINARY SWITCH CONTROLS AN ELECTRICAL FAN. SEE INSTRUCTIONS PACKAGED WITH THE SWITCH)

NOTE

ALL VINTAGE AIR MICRO SWITCHES ARE CAREFULLY SET AT THE FACTORY. HOWEVER.... IF YOU SHOULD EXPERIENCE A PROBLEM WITH THE OPERATION OF YOUR A/C UNIT - DOUBLE CHECK THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE MICRO SWITCHES.

MICRO SWITCH ADJUSTMENTS

NORMAL POSITION

POWER TRANSFERRED TO POLE #3 IN RELAXED POSITION.

NO POWER

12 VOLTS IN

DEPRESSED POSITION

NO POWER

POWER TRANSFERRED TO POLE #2 IN DEPRESSED POSITION.

12 VOLTS IN

BY DEPRESSING THE ARM ON THE MICRO SWITCH AN AUDIBLE CLICK WILL BE HEARD TRANSFERRING POWER TO POLE #2.
RELEASE THE ARM AND ANOTHER CLICK WILL BE HEARD, TRANSFERRING POWER TO POLE #3.

WIRING FOR TESTING

☐ ATTACH THE WIRE FROM POLE #1 OF MICRO A ON THE TOP OF THE EVAPORATOR TO THE A/C POLE ON THE BLOWER SPEED SWITCH. (SEE WIRING DIAGRAM PG21).
ATTACH ALL WHITE WIRES TOGETHER AND GROUND TEMPORARILY.

THE RED WIRE IN THE WIRING HARNESS CONNECTS TO BATTERY POWER. (12 VOLTS)

THE PURPLE WIRE WILL ALSO NEED TO BE CONNECTED TO DIRECT POWER FOR TESTING PURPOSES. IT MUST BE HOOKED TO IGNITION ON POWER ONLY ONCE INSTALLED IN THE VEHICLE.

ADJUST THE CONTROL PANEL LEVERS TO THE A/C MODE. SEE FIGURE 10, PG13

TURN THE BLOWER SPEED SWITCH TO LOW. THERE SHOULD BE POWER AT THE A/C THERMOSTAT.

SELECT THE HEAT MODE AND POWER WILL CEASE AT THE THERMOSTAT.

SELECT DEFROST MODE AND A/C CLUTCH POWER WILL RETURN TO THE THERMOSTAT.

IF ALL TESTS WERE SUCCESSFUL TAG AND LABEL THE WIRES FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION INTO THE VEHICLE.

REMOVE ALL CABLES FROM THE EVAPORATOR AND THE HEATER CONTROL VALVE. TAKE THE TEMP CABLE CLAMP OFF THE PANEL SO IT IS FREE TO ROTATE ON THE BUSHINGS.

CONTROL PANEL INSTALLATION

INSTALL THE CONTROL PANEL INTO THE DASH. REPLACE THE COUNTER SUNK OEM SCREWS AND NUTS. TIGHTEN THE LOCKING BOLTS ON THE CONTROL PANEL TO RETAIN THE TOP OF THE PANEL. (DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE BOLTS.)

EVAPORATOR INSTALLATION

IMPORTANT: BEFORE INSTALLING THE EVAPORATOR BE SURE THAT ALL WIRING AND CABLES HAVE BEEN CHECKED FOR PROPER OPERATION

LOCATE THE O'RING PACKAGE. THERE IS A SPECIFIC SIZE AND THICKNESS O'RING FOR EACH CONNECTION. THE SMALL WHITE TUBE IS A SPECIFIC OIL FOR O'RINGs AND THREADS. SEE FIGURE 11, PAGE 14. O'RINGs SHOULD NOT BE REUSED ONCE A FITTING IS TIGHTENED (DISCARD AND INSTALL NEW O'RINGs). DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN. ALWAYS USE TWO (2) WRENCHES TO PREVENT TWISTING THE FITTINGS ON HARDLINE (SEE FIGURE 12, PG 14).

LOCATE THE 3/8" O.D. #6 ALUMINUM HARDLINE EXTENSION (SEE FIGURE 9) LUBRICATE THE O'RING (SEE FIGURE 11, PG14) AND CONNECT THE HARDLINE TO THE EXPANSION VALVE USING TWO (2) WRENCHES.

**FIGURE 9**
OPERATION OF CONTROLS

FAN SPEED
- This lever controls the fan speeds, off, low, medium & high.
- A/C position
- Defrost lever: pushing lever all the way down activates the A/C clutch (in the defrost mode) and directs the dehumidified air to the defrost vents.

HEAT DEFROST POSITION

TEMP LEVER:
- By varying the position of this lever the temp of exiting air can be increased or decreased.
- Both levers pull "up".

TO TURN SYSTEM OFF IN ANY MODE
- Slide the top lever to the left.

NOTE
- OEM panel: remove the OEM controls placard and replace with the supplied placard.

A/C MODE

HEAT MODE
- This lever to the right
- Left lever up, right lever down

DEFROST MODE
- This lever to the right
- Both levers push down
LOCATE THE ½" O.D. #10 ALUMINUM HARDLINE EXTENSION. LUBRICATE AND INSTALL A #10 O’RING. CONNECT THE HARDLINE TO THE SUCTION FITTING ON THE EVAPORATOR AND TIGHTEN USING TWO (2) WRENCHES (SEE FIGURE 11 & 12) THIS PAGE.

WRAP THE #10 LINE WITH PRESS TAPE COVERING ALL EXPOSED METAL SURFACES. THIS WILL PREVENT CONDENSATION FROM FORMING ON THE LINE. (DO NOT COVER THE NUT ON THE BOTTOM OF THE LINE UNTIL THE #10 SUCTION HOSE FITTING IS CONNECTED TO IT IN THE HOSE ROUTING SECTION. BE SURE TO SAVE SOME PRESS TAPE FOR THIS STEP) SEE FIGURE 9, PG12

FOR A PROPER SEAL OF FITTINGS, INSTALL SUPPLIED O’RINGS AS SHOWN AND LUBRICATE WITH SUPPLIED OIL.

LOCATE THE DIRECTIONAL AIRFLOW ADAPTER. INSTALL THE 2 ½" O.D. X 38" LONG DUCT HOSE TO THE OVAL HOSE ADAPTER ON TOP. SEE FIGURE 14, PAGE 15

CUT A 3" PIECE OF PRESS TAPE AND STRETCH THE TAPE TO ABOUT 6". FOLD THE TAPE END TO END, TWICE. STICK THE TAPE TO THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE ADAPTER IN THE POSITION SHOWN IN FIGURE 14, AND INSTALL IN THE PASSENGER CORNER AS HIGH AS IT WILL GO. (IT WILL BE AGAINST THE FIREWALL AND THE KICK PANEL). PRESS THE DUCT AGAINST THE KICK PANEL TO ADHERE IT. LAY EVAPORATOR UNDER THE DASH ON PASSENGER SIDE.

RAISE THE EVAPORATOR UP AND POSITION IT UNDER THE DASH. THE BACK OF THE UNIT IS SUPPORTED BY A ¼" X 1" BOLT THRU THE FIREWALL TO THE BRACKET ON THE BACK OF THE EVAPORATOR CASE. LEVEL THE EVAPORATOR SIDE TO SIDE. (THIS WILL ASSURE PROPER WATER DRAINAGE) SEE FIGURE 13, PAGE 15

NOTE: STEP 2 MAY REQUIRE DRILLING A HOLE TO GET THE SCREW STARTED, IF SO, USE THE LOCATION OF THE BRACKET AS A GUIDE.

INSTALL A #8 X ½" PAN HEAD SHEET METAL SCREW THRU THE BLOWER BRACKET AND INTO THE OEM HOLE IN THE KICK PANEL. PUSH THE EVAPORATOR TO COWL BRACKET UP TO THE COWL. ATTACH WITH A #8 X ½" PANHEAD SHEET METAL SCREW. (MAKE SURE THE EVAPORATOR STAYS LEVEL LEFT AND RIGHT) SEE FIGURE 13 AND 13A, PG 15

DRILL AN 1/8" HOLE IN THE FIREWALL USING THE HEAT DEFROST PLENUM BRACKET MOUNTING HOLE AS A GUIDE. INSTALL A #8 X ½" PANHEAD SHEET METAL SCREW. SEE FIGURE 13 PG 15.
CONTROL PANEL CABLES

- Connect control panel cables to evaporator unit as shown in Figure 6, PG 8.
- Connect temp cable to the heater control valve. (Make sure the valve is closed all the way when the temp lever is in the A/C mode position. (See Figure 10, PG 13, and Figure 6, PG 8)
- Connect all wiring according to schematic on page 21. Route all wires to the drivers side of the control panel and thru the Adel clamp. Be sure all wiring clears the levers on the control panel.

HOSES: REFRIGERATION/HEATER (6 CYL. CORE SUPPORT)

If you have a 6 cylinder core support the installation procedure is the same as the V8 with the exception of using rubber hose instead of aluminum hardlines from the condenser to drier liquid line, and from the drier to the evaporator. Refer to page 6 for hose routing and fitting angles. This type of hose kit is referred to as "modified". You may route the hoses as you like, cut them to length, install the fittings and remove them for crimping. Follow crimping instructions included in hose kit.

HOSES: REFRIGERATION / HEATER

- Install the two (2) core support grommets. Locate the 1/2" O.D. #8 aluminum discharge hardline. This line connects to the top fitting on the condenser and comes thru the core support to enter the engine compartment. Using a #8 O-ring, lubricate and make connection to condenser. (See Figure 11, PG 14 and Figure 15, PG 17).
- Locate the 3/8" O.D. #6 aluminum drier hardline. This line connects the lower condenser outlet to the drier. Lubricate and install the #6 O-ring see Figure 11, PG 14 and Figure 15, PG 17. Tighten line. (Be sure direction of flow arrow is correct at drier)
- Locate the remaining two (2) #6 aluminum hardlines (long lines 3/8" O.D.) These two lines connect together to form the liquid line from the drier to the evaporator. (See Figure 15, PG 17)
- Using 3 #6 O-rings, lubricate (See Figure 11 PG 14) and make connections as shown in Figure 15. Make evaporator unit connection first, drier connection second, and couple the two lines last.
- Fully tighten drier clamp at this time
- Install the heater hose grommets and #10 hose grommet in the firewall now
- Locate the #8 compressor discharge hose (13/32 I.D. with a 90° fitting and a straight fitting with a service port) lubricate the #8 O-ring (See Figure 11 and 15) and install it on the 90° fitting. Connect the fitting to the discharge fitting on the compressor. Lubricate another #8 O-ring (See Figure 11) install it on the straight fitting with service port and connect to the #8 hardline from the condenser. Tighten connections using using two (2) wrenches (See Figure 12, PG 14).
LOCATE THE #10 COMPRESSOR SUCTION HOSE (1/2" I.D. HOSE WITH TWO (2) 90° FITTINGS).

LUBRICATE TWO (2) #10 O'RINGs (SEE FIGURE 11). INSTALL ONE (1) ON EACH END. ATTACH THE FITTING WITH THE SERVICE PORT ON THE COMPRESSOR. ATTACH THE OTHER 90° TO THE #10 EVAPORATOR HARDLINE EXTENTION. TIGHTEN USING TWO (2) WRENCHES (SEE FIGURE 12, PG 14 AND FIGURE 15, THIS PAGE).

**V8 CORE SUPPORT LINE ROUTING**

(FOR 6 CYL. CORE SUPPORT LIQUID LINE ROUTING SEE PAGE 6)

---

**FIGURE 15**

- #6 HARDLINE EXTENTION
- COMPRESSOR SAFETY SWITCH
- HEATER HOSES
- #10 HARDLINE EXTENTION

CONNECT TO PRESSURE PORT ON INTAKE

CONNECT TO SUCTION ON WATER PUMP

SERVICE PORT

#8 DISCHARGE HARDLINE

CONDENSOR

#10 SUCTION HOSE

#6 LIQUID LINE

DRIER

#6 CONDENSER TO DRIER LIQUID LINE
HOSES: REFRIGERATION / HEATER (CONTINUED)

USE PRESS TAPE TO WRAP THE REMAINING EXPOSED #10 LINE AND NUT INSIDE THE CAB. INSTALL AND TIGHTEN THE AIR COMPRESSOR SAFETY SWITCH ON THE #6 EVAPORATOR LINE SEE FIGURE 15 ON PAGE 17. ATTACH THE BLUE WIRE ON THE ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT TO THE SPADE ON THE COMPRESSOR SAFETY SWITCH. CONNECT ANOTHER BLUE WIRE (WITH THE BULLET END) TO THE SAFETY SWITCH. CONNECT THE OTHER END TO THE COMPRESSOR. (REFER TO WIRING DIAGRAM ON PAGE 21).

ROUTE HEATER HOSES AND ATTACH AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 15. BE SURE DIRECTION OF FLOW IS CORRECT AT THE HEATER CONTROL VALVE. (BOTTOM OUTLET ON CORE; PRESSURE) (TOP OUTLET ON CORE; SUCTION). PRESSURE HOSE CONNECTS TO THE INTAKE MANIFOLD AND SUCTION HOSE CONNECTS TO THE WATER PUMP SUCTION PORT.

DUCT HOSES & VENTS


LOCATE THE PASSENGER SIDE BALL LOUVER ASSEMBLY. LOCATE THE 2 1/2" X 14" LONG HOSE. ATTACH THIS HOSE TO THE BALL LOUVER ASSEMBLY. CONNECT HOSE ON PASSENGER SIDE VENT TO THE DIRECTIONAL ADAPTER LOCATED BEHIND THE EVAPORATOR UNIT. THE LOUVER VENT ASSEMBLY IS NOW ATTACHED TO PASSENGER SIDE KICK PANEL AND UNDER THE BLOWER MOTOR PLENUM USING 2 #6 X 3/8" PAN HEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 16, PAGE 15.

LOCATE THE HOSE COVER AND INSTALL IT AGAINST THE EVAPORATOR AND KICK PANEL. ATTACH USING TWO (2) #6 X 1/2" PAN HEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS INTO THE FIREWALL AND TWO (2) 6 X 3/8" SCREWS UP THRU THE TOP BRACKET OF HOSE COVER AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 13, PAGE 15.

ROUTE THE DUCT HOSE ON THE TOP OUTLET OF THE DIRECTIONAL ADAPTER AND CONNECT IT TO THE OVAL HOSE ADAPTER ON THE EVAPORATOR. (THE HOSE MUST BE ROUTED OVER THE EVAPORATOR AND INTO THE POCKET ABOVE THE GLOVE BOX. INSTALL THE RETAINER TO KEEP THE HOSE IN THIS POSITION. SEE FIGURE 13, PAGE 15.

FINAL STEPS


ATTACH DRAIN HOSE AND ROUTE AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 13a, PAGE 15.

REATTACH THE OEM FRESH AIR VENT CONTROL CABLES TO THE BOTTOM OF THE CENTER LOUVER OUTLETS.(THIS WILL REQUIRE ROUTING PASS CABLE UNDER THE EVAPORATOR UNIT) SEE FIGURE 16, PAGE 19.
FINAL STEPS

- RE INSTALL ANY PREVIOUSLY REMOVED COMPONENTS (BATTERY, RADIO, ETC.).

- FILL RADIATOR WITH AT LEAST A 50/50 MIXTURE OF APPROVED ANTIFREEZE AND WATER. IT IS THE OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO KEEP THE FREEZE PROTECTION AT THE PROPER LEVEL FOR THE CLIMATE IN WHICH THE VEHICLE IS OPERATED. FAILURE TO FOLLOW ANTIFREEZE RECOMMENDATIONS WILL CAUSE HEATER CORE TO CORRODE PREMATURELY AND POSSIBLY BURST IN A/C MODE AND/OR FREEZING WEATHER, VOIDING YOUR WARRANTY.

- CHECK COMPLETE A/C ASSEMBLY FOR PROPER OPERATION.

- VINTAGE AIR RECOMMENDS THAT ALL A/C SYSTEMS BE SERVICED BY A CERTIFIED AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONING TECHNICIAN ONLY. SEE INSIDE COVER FOR SERVICE INFORMATION.

**FIGURE 16**

DIRECTIONAL FLOW ADAPTER

#6 X 3/8" PANHEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS

10/32" MACHINE BOLT & NUT

ATTACH OEM VENT CONTROLS TO THE A/C PLENUM

#6 X 3/8" PANHEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS

CENTER LOUVER ASSEMBLY

PRESS TAPE

2 1/2 X 14"
FULL SCALE 1:1

PLACE ON ENGINE SIDE OF THE CORE SUPPORT ON THE PASSENGER SIDE
ALIGN THE TOP RADIATOR MOUNTING HOLE AND THE MIDDLE MOUNTING HOLE WITH THE HOLES IN THE TEMPLATE.
TAPE THE TEMPLATE IN PLACE AND CENTER
PUNCH THE TWO (2) 1 ¼" O.D. HOLES.
REMOVE TEMPLATE AND DRILL TO SIZES INDICATED

CENTER PUNCH AND DRILL 1 ¼" DIA.
FROM THE PASSENGER COMPARTMENT FLOORBOARD...
ALIGN HOLES #1 & #2 AND THE BATTERY BOX HOLE. TAPE TEMPLATE IN PLACE AND MARK ALL HOLE CENTERS. CENTER PUNCH NONEXISTING HOLES, AND ENLARGE EXISTING HOLES TO SIZES AND POSITIONS INDICATED.

2-3/8"  1-1/4"  2-1/16"  1-1/2"  7/8"
3/8" HOLE (TEMP CABLE)  1/4"  1/4"  1/4"

DRIVER SIDE LOWER BATTERY BOX HOLE  OEM HOLE #1  OEM HOLE #2  #6 LIQUID LINE

5/8" DRAIN TUBE HOLE  5/8"

ENLARGE EXISTING HOLE TO 1 1/4" (#10 SUCTION HOSE)
EVAPORATOR KIT
75055-LCZ-A

ACCESSORY KIT
79455-LCN

1955-59 CHEVY TRUCK V8 SMALL BLOCK CHEVY
EVAPORATOR KIT PACKING LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>PART No.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55378-LCE-A</td>
<td>EVAPORATOR SUBCASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>79455-LCN</td>
<td>1955-59 CHEVY TRUCK SMALL BLOCK V-8 ACCESSORY KIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHECKED BY: __________________
PACKED BY: __________________
DATE: ________________

10/15/01 59 PKHG LIST
## 1955-59 CHEVY TRUCK V8 SMALL BLOCK

### ACCESSORY KIT

**79455-LCN**

---

### ACCESSORY KIT PACKING LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>PART No.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>06200-VUE</td>
<td>2&quot; DUCT HOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>06250-VUE</td>
<td>2-1/2&quot; DUCT HOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11078-VUS</td>
<td>BINARY SWITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20155-LCP</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 9&quot; x 12&quot; EVAPORATOR PAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23135-YUL</td>
<td>COMPRESSOR LEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33857-VUF</td>
<td>#6 O'RING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33859-VUF</td>
<td>#10 O'RING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35155-LCG</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP #6 EVAPORATOR HARDLINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35156-LCG</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP #10 EVAPORATOR HARDLINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46802-LCH</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP CABLE KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49155-LCI</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP WIRING KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49174-VCI</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP PS DUCT HOSE RETAINER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62108-VCE</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY FRESH AIR CAP (COVER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62143-LCE</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP DEFROST DUCT ASSEMBLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62494-VCE</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP HOSE COVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62497-VCE</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP GLOVE BOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63500-LCE</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP INSTALLATION KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63800-LCL</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP CENTER LOUVER ASSEMBLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63801-LCL</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP DRIVER/PS LOUVER ASSEMBLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63802-LCI</td>
<td>55-59 CHEVY P-UP PS SIDE AC DIRECTIONAL ADAPTER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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